Abstract-We propose a novel, information-theoretic mask construction method, called MaxEnt, for efficient data acquisition for low-rank matrix recovery. Fundamental to this design approach is the maximum entropy principle, which states that the measurement masks which maximize the entropy of observations also maximize the information gain on the unknown matrix X. Coupled with a low-rank stochastic model for X, such a principle (i) reveals novel connections between information-theoretic sampling, compressive sensing and coding theory, and (ii) yields efficient mask construction algorithms for recovering X, which significantly outperform random measurements. We demonstrate the usefulness of MaxEnt in two real-world applications on image recovery and text document indexing.
I. INTRODUCTION Low-rank matrices play a fundamental role in solving a wide range of statistical, engineering and machine learning problems. For many such problems, however, the low-rank matrix X ∈ R m1×m2 cannot be directly or fully observed as data. Instead, the observations y ∈ R n are typically obtained as y = A(X) + , where A : R m1×m2 → R n is a linear measurement operator, and is a vector of measurement noise. The goal then is to recover the unknown matrix X from observations y, a problem known as matrix recovery (see [1] , [2] and references thereafter). There are two key challenges for such a recovery. First, X is typically high-dimensional in practice, meaning m 1 or m 2 can grow quite large. Second, in many physical or biological applications, the cost of obtaining measurements from X can also be quite expensive. In light of this, we present here a novel, information-theoretic method for designing the measurement operator A, so that more information can be extracted and a better recovery can be achieved on X compared to random measurements.
The proposed methodology has important applications to a broad spectrum of important engineering problems [3] . We briefly review two such problems which motivated this work:
• Image processing: For many imaging systems, the measurements obtained are of the form y = A(X) + , where X is the pixel matrix for the image of interest, and A consists of the masks used to observe this image. Often times, the image measurements y are expensive to generate. The proposed method can be used to design the measurement masks, so that one can minimize image recovery error given a fixed budget constraint.
• Text document indexing: A key challenge in data mining is the sheer size of the database at hand (e.g., the large number of documents in text analysis). One way of tackling this problem is to compress (or index) the large database X into a smaller representative summary. This compression is typically performed by randomly projecting the large database onto a smaller subspace. The proposed method can be used to design the projection operator A to allow for effective data compression. We propose here a novel information-theoretic framework for designing the measurement masks in A, with the desired goal being an improved recovery of X compared to randomly sampled masks. The contributions of our work are three-fold. First, we derive the maximum entropy principle for matrix recovery; this principle states that the measurement operator A which maximizes the entropy of observations y is the operator which maximizes information gain on the unknown matrix X. Such a principle yields a simple design criterion involving only the low-dimensional observations y, which serves as a proxy for more complicated criteria involving the high-dimensional matrix X. Next, adopting a so-called singular matrix-variate Gaussian stochastic model on X, we reveal several insights connecting maximum entropy sampling, compressive sensing and coding theory. Finally, using such insights, we then develop a novel algorithm called MaxEnt for efficiently designing initial and sequential masks in A.
There is, of course, a large body of work on informationtheoretic design and its many real-world applications. This includes the seminal paper [4] , who showed that for linear vector Gaussian channels, the gradient of the mutual information is related to the minimum mean-squared error matrix for parameter estimation (see also [5] , [6] , [7] ). The key difference in our work is that, while these existing methods directly maximize the mutual information between signal (i.e., X) and measurements (i.e., y), our work examines a dual (but equivalent) problem of maximizing the entropy of observations y, using the maximum entropy principle. As we show, this dual view sometimes provides the advantage of efficient initial and adaptive constructions of measurement masks via code design. Our work on matrix recovery is also a novel extension of the information-theoretic matrix completion work [8] , in that we explore the construction of general measurement masks (rather than entrywise measurements) via code design.
II. AN INFORMATION-THEORETIC VIEW ON MASK DESIGN
A. Model framework for matrix recovery Let X = (X i,j ) ∈ R m1×m2 be the low-rank matrix of interest. Suppose X is observed through a set of masks
with the resulting samples then corrupted by independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian noise. The noisy observations, {y i } n i=1 , then follow:
where A, X F = tr(A T X) is the Frobenius inner-product. We assume all masks satisfy the unit power constraint A i 2 F ≤ 1. The model in (1) can be written in vector form:
where y = (y i )
With this in hand, the goal of designing masks for matrix recovery can be made more precise. We consider the following two-step design approach, commonly employed in the field of (statistical) experimental design [9] . First, the initial masks
are designed so that a maximum amount of initial information can be gained on X given no prior knowledge. Next, using this initial information, the sequential masks A n+1 , A n+2 , · · · are then designed to maximize subsequent information gain on X. The singular matrix-variate Gaussian distribution below provides an appealing framework for developing this two-step information-theoretic design methodology.
Suppose X is normalized with zero mean, and consider the following model for X: Definition 1 (Singular matrix-variate Gaussian (SMG); Definition 2.4.1, [10] ). Let Z ∈ R m1×m2 be a random matrix
The random matrix X has a singular matrixvariate Gaussian distribution if X d = P U ZP V for some choice of projection matrices P U = UU T and P V = VV T , where
. We will denote this as X ∼ SMG(P U , P V , σ 2 , R).
From a simulation point-of-view, a realization from the SMG distribution is obtained by first (i) simulating a random matrix Z with each entry following an i.i.d. N (0, σ 2 ) distribution, then (ii) performing a left and right projection of Z using the projection matrices P U and P V . After this projection, one can then show the resulting matrix X = P U ZP V has rank R < min(m 1 , m 2 ), with its row and column spaces lying in U and V, respectively. For R small, the SMG distribution provides a flexible framework for modeling the low-rank structure of X.
The parametrization of the SMG model using projection matrices provides several appealing features for mask design, since it encodes valuable information on the subspaces of X. Recall that each projection operator P W ∈ R m×m of rank R corresponds to a unique R-plane W (i.e., an R-dimensional subspace) in R m , so P U and P V parametrize important information on the row space U ∈ G R,m1−R and the column space V ∈ G R,m2−R , where G R,m−R is the Grassmann manifold consisting of all R-planes in R m . As we show in Section III, this parametrization then yields insightful connections between mask design and the packing of Grassmann manifolds.
B. The design principle of maximum entropy
The design principle of maximum entropy was first introduced in [11] for spatio-temporal modeling in statistics. Simply put, this principle states that, under certain regularity assumptions on an observation model with unknown parameters, a design scheme maximizing the entropy of collected data is a design scheme maximizing information gain on model parameters. Hence, to find a design scheme which maximizes information on model parameters, one can equivalently find the design which maximizes the entropy of observed data. This principle offers two important advantages for design: (a) it allows for efficient design construction, since the entropy term for observations is typically simple to optimize, and (b) the trade-off between sample entropy and parameter information often reveals useful insights. We demonstrate how both advantages arise for the current mask design problem.
We now define some necessary notation. Let (X, Y ) be a pair of random variables (r.v.s) with marginal densities (f X (x), f Y (y)) and joint density f X,Y (x, y). Following [12] , the entropy of X is defined as 
Consider next the matrix recovery problem. The parameter of interest here is the unknown matrix X, the design scheme is the choice of measurement masks A 1:n = [A 1 A 2 · · · A n ], and the collected data are the observations y from such masks. Applying the chain rule in (3), we get the decomposition:
where the subscript for A 1:n indicates the measurements were from masks A 1:n . The first term in (4) is the joint entropy of observations y and matrix X, the middle term H A1:n (y) is the entropy of observations y from masks A 1:n , and the last term H A1:n (X|y) corresponds to the conditional entropy of matrix X after observing y. The goal is to design masks A 1:n which minimize the conditional entropy H A1:n (X|y), thereby maximizing the information gain on X after observing y. The maximum entropy principle can then be derived as follows. Applying the chain rule again to the joint entropy H A1:n (y, X) on the left-hand side of (4), we get:
(by (3)) = H(X) + H( |X) (A(X) is fixed given X) = H(X) + H( ). ( and X are independent)
The key observation is that the final quantity H(X) + H( ) -the sum of entropies for matrix X and measurement noise -does not depend on the choice of masks A 1:n . Because of this, the left-hand side of (4) also does not depend on A 1:n , and hence the masks A 1:n which minimize H A1:n (X|y) in (4) are the same masks which maximize H A1:n (y) as well. This is precisely the maximum entropy principle for matrix recovery -a mask design which maximizes the entropy of observations y in turn yields maximum information gain on X. Computationally, such a principle allows us to employ the simpler entropy expression H A1:n (y) as an efficient proxy for the desired entropy quantity H A1:n (X|y), which is much more complicated and difficult to minimize in high-dimensions.
C. Maximum entropy masks
Consider now the sample entropy H A1:n (y) to maximize, which we abbreviate as H(A 1:n ). The theorem below gives a closed-form expression for H(A 1:n ):
Theorem 1 (Observational entropy). For fixed P U and P V ,
where
is a matrix of inner-products for observed masks.
The maximum entropy masks can then be defined:
Definition 2 (Maximum entropy masks). For fixed P U and P V , the maximum entropy masks A * 1:n satisfy:
By the maximum entropy principle, the masks A * 1:n minimize the entropy term H A1:n (X|y), thereby providing maximum information gain on X. As such, these masks should yield considerable improved recovery of X compared to random masks (see [13] for a lower bound connecting H A1:n (X|y) and recovery error), as we show in Section IV.
III. MA XEN T -CONSTRUCTING MAXIMUM ENTROPY

MASKS
We now present the proposed method MaxEnt in two parts, first for initial construction, then for sequential construction.
A. Initial mask construction
Recall that an R-frame in R m is a matrix F ∈ R m×R with orthonormal columns. The worst-case block coherence between two frames can then be defined as:
Definition 3 (Worst-case block coherence; [14] ). Let
, where m ≥ 2R, and let · 2 be the spectral norm. The worst-case block coherence of F 1:n is defined as:
This block coherence metric plays a role in quantifying the error performance of block compressive sensing methods [15] ; the lower the coherence, the easier recovery becomes. The minimization of these coherence metrics has an appealing geometric connection to the problem of optimal Grassmann packings -the packing of R-dimensional subspaces in R m . In particular, it is shown [16] that the packing which maximizes the minimum principal angles between two subspaces, corresponds to frames F 1:n which minimize the worst-case block coherence µ(F 1:n ). Figure 1 (bottom) visualizes two examples of this packing for m = 3 frames in R = 2 dimensions.
We now make two assumptions which reflect the lack of knowledge on X prior to any observations. First, assume (A1) independent and uniform prior distributions for P U and P V over the Grassmann manifolds G R,m1−R and G R,m2−R ; this reflects the belief that all subspaces in X are equally likely to occur. Second, letting A i = R i Λ i S T i be the singularvalue decomposition (SVD) of mask A i , assume (A2) the weight matrices follow Λ i = R −1/2 I, which reflects the belief that all subspaces are weighed equally prior to observing any data. With this, the following theorem provides a lower bound connecting the observational entropy H(A 1:n ) with the block coherence of frames in the measurement masks A 1:n :
Theorem 2 (Lower bound on observational entropy). For fixed P U and P V , we have under (A2) that:
. Furthermore, under (A1) and (A2), it is easy to see that the expected variance E P U ,P V Var(y i ) is constant for any A i , i = 1, · · · , n. Finally, applying (A1) to the inner-product terms ξ i (R 1:n ) and ξ i (S 1:n ) in (8), and using the lower bound from Theorem 2 as a proxy for maximizing H(A 1:n ), it follows that a design A 1:n which maximizes H(A 1:n ) should also have row and column frames R 1:n and S 1:n which jointly minimize:
Hence, given no prior data on X, the initial masks A 1:n which maximize information gain on X should have row and column frames with small worst-case block coherences. This suggests the following initial mask construction:
where R *
and R m2 which minimize worst-case block coherences. Figure 1 visualizes this mask construction for n = 3 frames in R = 2 dim.; here, the row and column spaces of these masks form well-packed Grassmann manifolds, which minimizes the worst-case block coherences of row and column frames, and thereby maximizes information gain on X.
This connection between maximum entropy masks and Grassmann packings allows us to borrow state-of-the-art algorithms for the latter to construct the frames R * 1:n and S * 1:n . For arbitrary matrix dimensions m 1 × m 2 and sample size n, we recommend using the flipping algorithm (flip) in [16] to construct R * 1:n and S * 1:n . The key idea behind flip is simple: Beginning with an initial set of frames, one randomly flips each frame and accepts such flips if it results in a reduction in block coherence. When m 1 , m 2 and n satisfies specific conditions (see [16] ), a more effective method called the 2018 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory (ISIT) Figure 1 . Visualizing the construction in (10) for initial masks (A i ) n i=1 , using well-packed row frames (R * i ) n i=1 and column frames (S * i ) n i=1 .
Kerdock-Kronecker construction (kk) [16] can be used. This construction forms the set of frames as the Kronecker product of a Kerdock frame [17] and a uniformly-sampled unitary matrix. Both methods enjoy strong theoretical guarantees in terms of low block coherence; see [16] for details.
B. Sequential mask construction
Consider now the case where samples y have been observed using initial masks A 1:n , and suppose informed estimates are obtained on P U , P V and R (more on this in Section III-C). The following theorem provides a sequential closedform construction for the next mask A * n+1 : Theorem 3 (Sequential mask construction). For fixed P U , P V and A 1:n , the maximization of H(A 1:(n+1) ) for the new mask A n+1 can be written as:
where γ 2 := η 2 /σ 2 . This has the closed-form solution:
for any U ∈ U, U T U = I and V ∈ V,
Computationally, the key appeal of Theorem 3 is that it provides a closed-form method for greedily maximizing information gain on X. Compared to a numerical optimization of the direct entropy term H A1:n (X|y), which becomes computationally infeasible for moderate m 1 or m 2 , the closedform solution in (12) offers a more efficient construction of sequential masks. The sequential criterion in (11) also enjoys an intuitive interpretation as subspace matching. First, by maximizing the first term P U AP V 2 F , we encourage the matching of the subspaces for the new mask A to the true subspaces for X (see, e.g., [18] , [19] , [20] ). Second, by minimizing the second term r 
C. Full algorithm
A brief summary of MaxEnt is provided below. First, n ini initial masks are constructed (with an initial rank guess of R ini ) using either the Kerdock-Kronecker method kk (whenever possible) or the flipping algorithm flip. In our implementation, setting n ini ≈ max(m 1 , m 2 ) initial masks works quite well in simulations and applications. Next, with these initial observations, X is approximated using the nuclearnorm estimatorX [2] , from which the row and column spaceŝ U andV can be estimated via a SVD step onX. The next sequential mask is then constructed with (12), using subspace estimatesÛ andV. This sequential procedure is repeated until a desired sample size is obtained, or an error tolerance achieved. If unknown, the variance parameters σ 2 and η 2 can also be sequentially estimated via maximum likelihood.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Finally, we illustrate the usefulness of MaxEnt in two realworld applications: image recovery and database compression.
1) Image recovery: We consider two test images for recovery: (i) a 64 × 64-pixel peppers image ('peppers'), and (ii) an 80 × 80-pixel solar flare image captured by the NASA SDO satellite ('flare'; see [21] ). These images are shown in Figure  2 (left). To generate X ∈ R m1×m2 , we first break each image into 8 × 8 patches, then collect the resulting vectors into an m 1 × m 2 = 64 × 64 matrix for 'peppers', and an m 1 × m 2 = 64 × 100 matrix for 'flare' (details in [22] ). Observations are then sampled on the patched image X with noise variance η 2 = 1.0. For 'peppers' ('flare'), n ini = 64 (n ini = 80) initial masks are constructed using kk (flip) with R ini = 4, with the remaining n seq = 3, 000−64 (n seq = 3, 000−80) samples taken sequentially. This procedure is replicated five times to give an estimate of error variability. Figure 2 (right) shows the normalized recovery errors X − X 2 F / X 2 F as a function of samples taken. To benchmark performance, MaxEnt is compared with uniformly random masks satisfying unit power constraints. For initial recovery, MaxEnt yields markedly lower errors to random sampling, which shows the effectiveness of well-packed subspaces for maximizing initial information on images. Of the two initial construction methods, kk provides greater error reduction to flip, which is expected because kk enjoys better block coherence properties [16] . For sequential recovery, MaxEnt maintains a sizable improvement gap over random sampling for both images, particularly early on in the sequential procedure. This can be seen visually in Figure 2 (left): MaxEnt provides improved recovery of key image characteristics (e.g., lighting of each pepper, intensity of each flare) compared to random masks. This illustrates the ability of MaxEnt to learn and target important image features via adaptive mask design.
2) Text document indexing: We explore the performance of MaxEnt for compressing (or indexing) large text databases. The database to compress, X ∈ R m1×m2 , is compiled using police reports provided by the Atlanta Police Department on crimes committed between the years 2014 -2017. Each row of X corresponds to a separate report (with m 1 = 497 total reports), and each column of X records the frequency of a specific term (m 2 = 100 total terms). For MaxEnt, n ini = 1, 000 initial masks are constructed using flip with R ini = 8, with n seq = 11, 000 samples collected sequentially. As before, MaxEnt is compared with random masks, with both methods compared on how well the reduced dataset recovers the original police database. Table I summarizes the errors X − X 2 F / X 2 F for MaxEnt and random masks, whereX is the nuclear-normrecovered database from the sketched dataset. For initial compression, flip provides lower recovery errors compared to random masks, which demonstrates the importance of wellpacked row and column frames for initial data compression. After sequential compression, MaxEnt maintains a considerable reduction in compression error over random masks, which illustrates the proposed method's ability to learn and target key document-term structures in the police database.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel information-theoretic approach called MaxEnt for designing masks for low-rank matrix recovery. This method makes use of novel insights connecting mask design and subspace packings, and has important uses in statistical and machine learning applications, including image recovery and text document indexing. Future work includes quantifying the theoretical improvement of MaxEnt over random sampling via a sample complexity rate (perhaps using the information-theoretic regret bounds in [23] ), and exploring promising applications of MaxEnt in covariance sketching [16] and gene association studies [24] .
